Audit Manager™ has made it possible to fully audit Protected Health Information access and catch potential privacy breaches.

Now there is a companion solution to Security Audit Manager that uses advanced analytics to significantly reduce the number of audits and time spent reviewing exception reports.

Auditor’s Desktop™ automatically analyzes each audit and weights them based on the probability that the activity was inappropriate – the higher the number the more likely the audit was inappropriate. Auditors can then review the ranked results, determine whether the access was appropriate or not, and take appropriate action.

Auditor’s Desktop...

- Saves time by providing a daily ranked list of audits by highest severity
- Applies a risk-based approach to show that you have looked at the most probable instances of inappropriate behavior
- Includes analysis of user/patient audit history
- Streamlines multiple audit results into one audit to review for audit determination
Streamlined workflow for improved productivity

Auditor’s Desktop combines multiple audit results into one audit, vastly improving the auditor’s productivity. For example, without Auditor’s Desktop, an auditor would run a SAME LAST NAME, SAME STREET, and SAME HOUSEHOLD report for the same timeframe, and could have an audit appear on each report. This often results in three separate investigations. Auditor’s Desktop performs an analysis of the risk across multiple audits, correlates the assigned weights, and presents the combined information in one audit to be investigated, documented, and assigned a status for final audit determination.

Key Advantages Include:

- Automatically assigns weights to the severity of inappropriate behavior
- Combines audits on same activity so you don’t have to review multiple reports
- Lets you view user and patient data side-by-side
- Saves days reviewing reports to locate inappropriate behavior
- Provides additional analytics to help determine probability of inappropriate access

To learn more about Auditor’s Desktop or other Iatric Systems products or services, please contact us using the information below.